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AS A POLITICAL MONARCH, King Louis XIV took 
“grand entertainment” to the height of magnificence, 
making Versailles a venue for monumental, 
extraordinary and fantastical parties and shows. The 
king had a shrewd understanding of the human mind 
and understood that “this society of pleasure, which 
gives members of the Court an honest familiarity with 
[the sovereign], and touches and charms them more 
than can be said,” (Louis XIV, Memoirs for the 
Instruction of the Dauphin, 1661) was necessary for the 
political framework he had built. Everyday life in 
Court required multiple forms of entertainment, and 

extraordinary royal events needed to surprise and enthral the court, the kingdom—all of 
Europe. Each of his successors maintained the tradition of splendid, creative shows in their 
own way, according to their own tastes and the fashions of the time.

THIS EXHIBITION WILL PrESENT THE INFINITE VArIETY AND INGENUITY of entertainment in the 
court, whether put on by the king or enjoyed by the court. These included all forms of public 
shows, comedies, operas, concerts, fireworks and light displays, as well as private 
performances in which Seigneurs and Ladies of the court went on stage themselves. The was a 
large amount of gambling, leading to fortune or ruin, as well as physical activities in which 
members of the court had to shine, including hunting, dancing in balls and masked balls, pall-
mall and real tennis.

COVErING THrEE MONASTIC rEIGNS, FrOM LOUIS XIV TO THE rEVOLUTION, the exhibition does 
not aim to be exhaustive, but focuses on the courtier’s point of view. A large selection of 
clothing, paintings, objects and graphics from French and foreign public and private 
collections convey the wide range of entertainment and the refinement associated with them. 
The exhibits are accompanied by large visuals, 3D images and immersive scenes that invite 
visitors to rediscover the atmosphere in the venues — some of which no longer exist — and 
imagine what it would be like to be in the king’s court.

THIS EXHIBITION BENEFITS FrOM THE PATrONAGE OF SAINT GOBAIN AND IS SUPPOrTED BY THE 

SOCIÉTÉ DES AMIS DE VErSAILLES, SAMSUNG AND EPSON.
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Masked ball held for the marriage of 
Louis, Dauphin de France, to Maria 
Theresa of Spain
Charles-Nicolas Cochin
© Château de Versailles (dist. 
RMN-GP), C. Fouin
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THE EXHIBITION VISIT

SECTION 1: HUNTING

VErSAILLES WAS INITIALLY BUILT AS A HUNTING LODGE, and the sport always 
remained the most popular form of royal entertainment. All three kings partook in 
the activity several times a week, but Louis XV was the most enthusiastic adherent. 
He enjoyed hunting with weapons but was especially fond of hunting with dogs. To 
accompany the king on a hunting trip, courtiers had to fully master the customs of 
hunting with hounds or to share the sovereign’s passion and thus gain his favour. 
Hunting was also a means of relaxation; the speed and open air were a way to escape 
from the constraints of court life.
Themes:
• The hunting ritual: moments, participants, personnel, clothing and equipment
• The game, horses and especially the importance of hounds
• Courteousness: the role of the ladies and the pleasure of picnics

THE EXCEPTIONAL LOAN BY THE PALAZZO PITTI IN FLOrENCE OF A THrEE-PIECE WALL-

HANGING, portraying Louis XV’s hunts, constitutes one of the exhibition’s highlights.

SECTION 2: THE LAST CArOUSELS

CArOUSELS WErE ANOTHEr EQUESTrIAN 

PLEASUrE, replacing the tournaments that 
were banned after the death of Henry II.
The last carousels were held at Versailles in 
1664 during the Delights of the Enchanted 
Island party and in 1685 and 1686 in the Great 
Stables at the initiative of the Grand Dauphin. 
This equestrian ballet was doomed to fade 
out, since in the 18th century the Seigneurs of 
the court could no longer afford its exorbitant 
cost, notably to the luxurious clothing 
required.

THE PArTICIPANTS’ ATTIRE and the horses’ harnesses were almost as sumptuous as the Baroque 
carousels themselves, as can be seen in the exhibition documents.

Marie Adélaïde of Savoy, Duchess 
of Burgundy (1685-1712) in her 
hunting attire
Pierre Gobert (1662-1744)
© RMN-GP (Château de Versailles)/
Gérard Blot

View of the Grand Illumination 
of the Stables of Versailles for the 
marriage of the Dauphin Louis, 
son of Louis XV, to Maria Josepha 
of Saxony, the night of February 
9, 1747
Charles-Nicolas Cochin the Younger 
(1715-1790) (attributed to)
© RMN-GP (Château de Versailles)/
Hervé Lewandowski
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SECTION 3: TEMPOrArY STAGES AND VENUES

THE WHOLE OF VErsAILLES, and even Marly and Trianon, 
served as a theatre. Until the Royal Opera House was 
finally built in Versailles in 1770 for the Dauphin’s 
wedding, stages were set up in the park and its 
perspectives, in various apartments using removable 
installations, and even in rooms which were temporarily 
or permanently modified for the purpose. This 
proliferation of stages demonstrates the incredible theatre 
culture in Versailles.

Themes:
• The Temple of Minerva, the fully preserved unique 
stage backdrop from the Ancien Régime which has been 
restored and reassembled for the exhibition
• 5 videos guide visitors through sites of ordinary and 

extraordinary spectacles, using 3D modelling to present both still-existing and bygone performance 
venues

SECTION 4: STAGE PErFOrMANCES

ALL PErFOrMANCES, FrOM COMEDIES TO TrAGEDIES, OPErAS TO 

BALLETS, fell into one of three categories: extraordinary (open to a 
large audience), ordinary (reserved for the court) and society 
theatre (highly exclusive).

IN PArTICULAr, there were constant repeat performances, mixing 
of genres within a single evening and a predilection for the 
comical and even burlesque.

Ordinary Performances

OrDINArY PErFOrMANCES, Or “COUrT PErFOrMANCES,” were 
given in the winter three or four evenings a week, from 6pm to 
10pm, by three dedicated troops. They alternated between French 
comedy, Italian comedy and tragedy.

• Italian comedy notably included comedies in three acts, entertainment and pieces de circonstance of 
all kinds. Marivaux was an official playwright of Italian comedies.
• French comedy was characterised by grand five-act dramas, comedies and tragedies.
• Lyric tragedies and tragic operas were put on by the Royal Academy of Music. Since Versailles did 
not have a suitable theatre space (unlike Saint-Germain and Fontainebleau), tragedies were performed 
without scenery, mechanisms or costumes. Under Louis XV, who did not much care for music, lyric 
works were rarely performed for ordinary audiences.

Extraordinary Performances

• Comic ballets, from The Princess of Elis to The Imaginary Invalid (Molière)
• Lyric tragedies

Stage backdrop, Temple of Minerva, 
Olympia version
Fontainebleau 1754. Slodtz 
brothers
© Château de Versailles, J.-M. 
Manaï

View of the Royal Opera House of 
Versailles, 23 May 1770
Jean-Michel Moreau the Younger 
(1741-1814)
© RMN-GP (Château de Ver-
sailles)/Gérard Blot
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• The parties in 1745 and 1747: The Princess of Navarre (Voltaire, Rameau), Plataea (Rameau)
• Weddings from 1770 to 1775 and visits in 1782, 1784, etc.: repeats and adaptations

Society Theatre

• FOr THE EDUCATION OF THE DUCHESS OF BUrGUNDY IN THE GrAND CHAMBEr OF MME DE 

MAINTENON. She was taught by Baron. Edifying plays by Racine were put on (Esther at Saint-Cyr 
but attended by the entire court, and Athalie in 1702), as were plays that were specially written by 
Duché, the king’s Valet de Chambre.
• THE MArQUISE DE POMPADOUr IN THE THEATrE IN THE PrIVATE APArTMENTS on the 
Ambassadors’ Staircase. During four seasons, from 1747 to 1750, from 6pm until 10pm or 11pm, 
plays were performed in two parts, with an interval for scenery and costume changes. Additional 
pieces were recited or sung alongside works from the great repertoire by Molière, Lully and others.
• THE SEIGNEUrS’ TrOOP AT THE PETIT TrIANON. Much less professional than Mme de Pompadour’s 
troop, the Seigneurs’ Troop was composed of ten or so artists performing simple plays, comic operas 
and comedies. There were three major seasons: August and September of 1780, the summers of 1782 
and 1783, and the one-time, crowning performance of The Barber of Seville (Beaumarchais) on August 
19, 1785 (with the queen as Rosine, Artois as Figaro and Vaudreuil as Count Almaviva) in front a very 
small audience and with the playwright present as a guest.

SECTION 5: CONCErTS 

MUSIC WAS EVErYWHErE. Under the aegis of the all-powerful Superintendent 
of His Majesty’s Music, the Musique de la Chamber was in charge of the 
Court’s daily entertainment. Balls, comic ballets, lyric tragedies and dances at 
evening gatherings were all part of the Musique de la Chambre’s remit.

CHAMBEr CONCErTS and, under Marie Leszczyńska, the queen’s concerts. 
Chamber concerts were performed without costumes, backdrops or ballets 
and lasted an hour. The princes would sometimes play instead of musicians 
who were not up to standard. Grand chamber concerts were also held two or 
three times a week.

CONCErTS IN THE KING’S CHAMBEr. The flautist Michel de la Barre quickly 
became a frequent performer in the rooms of Versailles, alongside François 
Couperin, Antoine Forqueray and the Hotteterre brothers, at the famous 
concerts in the King’s Chamber, which Louis XIV enjoyed toward the very 
end of his reign.

PrIVATE PrACTICE. Louis XIV was very skilled at the lute and guitar, which 
had until then been considered commoners’ instruments but which he made 

respectable. The Mesdames played the violin and viola da gamba, and Marie Antoinette played the 
harp.

THESE THrEE ASPECTS ArE POrTrAYED by a number of portraits and instruments.

Madame Henriette of France (1727-
1752) playing the viola da gamba
Jean-Marc Nattier (1685-1766)
© RMN-GP (Château de Versailles)/
D.R.
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SECTION 6: PrOMENADES AND OUTDOOr GAMES

THE KING’S PrOMENADE

Like hunting, with which they alternated, promenades and strolls 
in the gardens provided a breath of fresh air. Under Louis XIV, 
promenades were a courtly affair, with the king travelling on foot, 
in a wheeled chair or in a carriage. Conversely, Louis XV and Louis 
XVI preferred to take their strolls in a less ceremonial manner, so 
their presence did not detract from the pleasure.

THE GrEAT OUTDOOrS

Groves were constant sources of surprise and marvel thanks to 
their variety, landscape design and water features, providing a cool, 
summertime refuge full of birdsong.

AN EXCELLENT PICNIC SPOT. Trianon was popular for its botanical 
collections, and the Menagerie for its curious animals. The canal was perfect for boating in the 
summer and ice skating and sled races in the winter.Exercices du corps et jeux d’extérieur. 

PHYSICAL SPOrTS AND OUTDOOr GAMES

Between Versailles, Trianon and Marly, skilled players of pall-mall and real tennis had a number of 
courts at their disposal. Boldness and athleticism were a must in a competitive world where education 
and personality traits required players to give it their all in appearance and in reality.

SECTION 7: GAMES

IN THE COUrT, GAMES TOOK THrEE FOrMS:

•“The king’s game” and “the queen’s game,” played at evening 
gatherings in the apartments at Versailles during the reign of 
Louis XIV. Marie Leszczyńska’s game was played in the Peace 
Room starting in 1739. It continued in the Royal Room at 
Marly during all three reigns and included lotteries.
•“The royal game” was played at evening gatherings in the 
State Apartments during grand royal festivals as a spectacle 
open to a wider audience than just the court.
•Private games, open only to certain members and more with 
a more relaxed etiquette. The games were played after the 
king’s supper in his private rooms or in the accommodation of 
one of the courtiers.

HIGH-STAKES GAMES

The stakes in high-stakes games attracted bold and expert players, both male and female. Losses 
meant financial dependence on the king. To be permitted to play at the king’s table was a mark of 
favour which made and lost fortunes.

GAMES rEQUIrED luxurious furniture and accessories. Agreements were put in place to codify the 
Court’s house rules.

• Card games (lansquenet, ombre, quadrille, reversis, brelan, whist, pharaoh)
• Games of chance (dice, lotto, cavagnole)
• Strategy games (chess, checkers and especially tric trac)
• Games of skill (billiards, gym sets)

Promenade by Louis XIV seen from 
the North Parterre in the garden of 
Versailles around 1688
Étienne Allegrain (1644-1736)
© RMN-GP (Château de Versailles)/
Gérard Blot

Second chamber in the Apart-
ments: Cards at an evening 
gathering at Versailles, 1694
Antoine Trouvain, 1656-1708
© Château de Versailles
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SECTION 8: BALLS AND MASQUErADES

COUrT BALLS

In the time of Louis XIV, balls were held every Saturday in the Mars Room 
or in the gallery next to the War Room. Under Louis XV, dances at 
Versailles were more spread out, taking place mainly in the Hercules Room 
but also sometimes spreading to four locations: the Hercules, Mars, 
Mercury and Apollo Rooms. Later on, the theatre in the Princes’ 
Courtyard, which could be transformed into a ballroom when enlarged, 
was also used. Beginning in 1775, Marie Antoinette restored the pomp to 
court balls, which she held on Wednesdays […] from the start of the year 
until Lent, often in wooden houses constructed temporarily for the 
purpose.

DANCES

Ballroom dancing required great technical skill acquired from childhood. 
Dancing was practiced under the supervision of dance masters 
(Beauchamp, Pécour and Ballon, and later Lany, Laval, Gardel and Vestris). 
Balls began with group dances (the branle under Louis XIV, then later the 
gavotte), followed by couples’ dances (frequently minuets, which were 
replaced by contra dances in the 1750s).

FOrMAL BALLS AND MASKED BALLS

Held for special occasions, formal balls involved a higher degree of ceremony and pomp than court 
balls and were held in the largest rooms (the Royal Stables, the Hall of Mirrors, the Royal Opera 
House). During Carnival and other major celebrations, ordinary balls were replaced by masked balls, 
which were an opportunity to show off extravagant costumes, although in terms of choreography the 
two were nearly indistinguishable.

SECTION 9: BEHIND THE SCENES

OF MONSTErS AND MACHINES

Special effects, monsters, splendour and sound effects transported courtiers to 
fantastical worlds that were as much a testament to the inventiveness of the engineers 
and designers of the King’s Chambers as to the kings’ passion for Baroque effects.

FIrEWOrKS AND ILLUMINATIONS

No extraordinary event could be held without a firework show, with temporary 
constructions set aflame, illuminations along the grand canal, and fireworks in the 
Marble Courtyard. Each and every spectacle required creativity, technical knowledge 
and ingeniousness; only the best pyrotechnicians were hired.

Fireworks over the Canal at 
Versailles
Jean Lepautre, 1678
© Château de Versailles (dist. 
RMN-GP), J.-M. Manaï

Decorations for a formal ball given 
by the king in the Arena hall in the 
Royal Stables for the marriage of the 
Dauphin to the Infanta of Spain on 
24 February 1745
Charles-Nicolas Cochin the Younger 
(1715-1790)
© Château de Versailles, Dist. 
RMN-GP/Christophe Fouin
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Practical information

Access

RER line C, towards Versailles Château - Rive Gauch e
SNCF trains from Gare Montparnasse, towards Versailles - Chantiers
SNCF trains from Gare Saint - Lazare, towards Versailles - Rive Droite
RATP Bus line 171 from Pont de Sèvres towards Versailles Place d’Armes
A13 motorway (towards Rouen) exit Versailles-Château
Parking at Place d'Armes. Parking is ch arged except for disabled people and excluding the
evenings of shows from 7:30pm.

Opening times

The exhibition is open every day except Mondays, friday 25th december, and the 1st January, from 
9am to  5:30pm (last admission at 5pm, tills close at 4:50pm).

Prices

Admission the exhibition with Passp ort or Palace tick ets and the "A year in Versailles" card.
Palace ticket: €15, discounted price €13.
Passport ticket (1 day) including admission to the Palace, Gardens, Trianon Palaces and Marie-
Antoinette's Estate, and the temporary exhibitions: €18 / €25 on Grandes Eaux Musicales Fountain 
Display days.
2-day Passport ticket including access during two consecutive days to the Palace, Gardens 
Trianon Palaces and Marie-Antoinette's Est ate, and the temporary exhibitions: €25 / €30 on 
Grandes Eaux Musicales Fountain Display days.

FREE for under 26 years, residents of the European Union (except for Grandes Eaux Musicales 
Fountain Disp lays). 
Admission to the park is free every day.

The gardens are free, except on Grandes Eaux Musicales Fountian Display and Musical Gardens 
days (Tuesdays and Fridays from 1st July to 30 September, weekends and certain national holidays).

For more informa-
tion

00 33(0)1 30 83 78 00 

www.chateauversailles.fr 
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